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PRO FESSO R’S ‘LITERARY FO R EN SIC S’ SPARKS LIVELY DEBATE
MISSOULA—
More than a decade of research has landed University of Montana Davidson
Honors College Dean James McKusick in the midst of what is now one of the literary
world’s most lively debates.
McKusick and colleague Fred Burwick, professor emeritus of English at the
University of California, Los Angeles, are editors of a new edition of an 1821
translation of “Faustus” by Samuel Taylor Coleridge from the German of Goethe,
published by Oxford University Press last fall.
The two have provided evidence that the English translation of “Faustus,”
formerly attributed to an anonymous translator, was actually done by the literary giant.
In a Feb. 13 London Times Literary Supplement article, author Kelly Grovier
writes,

...there is little doubt that the preponderance of evidence assembled in this

magisterial edition falls heavily in favour of naming Coleridge as the anonymous
translator of the Boosey (1821) volume.”
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Grovier concludes that “the recovery of Coleridge’s time-concealed masterpiece
promises to trigger a ripple of realignments right across both English and European
Romanticism.”
The ripple actually began for McKusick in the 1990s, when mentor Paul Zall
presented him with a 12-inch thick manuscript of his research. Zall was convinced that
Coleridge was the translator of the 1821 “Faustus,” but had been unable to prove it. He
said to McKusick, “You take it. Run with it. Someday you may be glad.”
Objective proof that Coleridge was the translator eluded researchers until
McKusick’s work brought him to stylometrics -- a program that allows statistical
analysis of a text. With stylometrics, McKusick was able to find evidence that showed
the translation matched Coleridge’s literary fingerprint.
At the time of McKusick’s discovery, Burwick was rounding up additional
information that pointed to Coleridge as the author of the 1821 translation.
Their research now presents a compelling case for Zall’s claim that Coleridge
was the translator, and their work has been touted as the biggest breakthrough in
Coleridge scholarship in a hundred years.
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